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Cheating mars graduation exams in the Maghreb
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

F

amilies
across
the
Maghreb enthusiastically
celebrated the success
of students in university
entrance
examinations
known in French as Le baccalauréat and or the Arabised El Bac.
Failure in the exam was considered a major setback by students
and their parents. Success in the
secondary school graduation exam
determines which university students attend and what major they
may select. Students’ futures are
perceived as hanging in the balance
of how well they perform in baccalaureate exams.
The numbers of unemployed
university graduates have swollen
to become a concern for families
and a challenge for regional stability. Still, the exam has not lost its
aura nor have parents relented in
their pressure on their children to
do well.

The exam has not lost
its aura nor have
parents relented in
their pressure on their
children to do well.
This is pushing some students to
look for shortcuts, including cheating, which takes on new twists
every year.
Cheating comes in old-fashioned
ways: Looking at someone else’s
exam answers, using cheat sheets
or having someone else sit in for
the test. Education officials also
suspect exams have been leaked to

curry favour or receive gain from
powerful and rich parents.
With the advent of new technologies there have been more novel
ways of cheating, including texting
answers on a cell phone or posting
exams on social media.

The issue of cheating
has turned the exam
into a nightmare for
authorities in Algiers
this year.
A girl underwent surgery to have
a listening device implanted in her
ear to receive help from relatives
when taking the exam. Tunisian
students were reported to have
sought medical attention after
small devices became stuck in their
ears.
In Morocco, a French language
teacher on the central region of
Settat was arrested after he dictated the answers to the exam to his
sister over a mobile phone.
Algeria was the first Maghreb
country to give the tests this year,
with more than 800,000 students
sitting for baccalaureate exams.
Authorities warned of the dire
consequences of cheating and installed equipment in exam rooms
to jam telecommunications.
The issue of cheating has turned
secondary school graduation exams into a nightmare for authorities in Algiers this year. Authorities
scrapped the exams for thousands
of candidates when education officials were caught on surveillance
cameras copying exams to leak
them. Police arrested dozens of
suspects, including four education
officials allegedly involved in preparing the exams.
About 30 opposition MPs urged

A 2014 file picture shows Tunisian students taking the secondary school graduation exam.
Algerian Prime Minister Abdelmalek Sellal to “clarify the situation of the educational system and
the measures to fight the massive
cheating in the exams”.
Algerian authorities blocked access to social media sites on June
19th to prevent cheaters from posting exam answers during a remedial baccalaureate session.
“This is to protect students from
the publication of false papers for
these exams,” an official source
told the Algeria Press Service, the
state news agency.
The problem was a major embar-

rassment for authorities. Activists
opened ExamLeaks pages on social
media to publicise leaks and shame
authorities for failing to prevent
cheating.
Authorities in Morocco obliged
exam-entrants to sign documents
which warned that anyone caught
cheating ran the risk of a one-year
prison sentence. Education authorities in Tunisia said cheaters would
be expelled from school.
In Morocco, where the cases of
cheating jumped from 1,009 in
2008 to 10,956 in 2015, more than
430,000 candidates took the exam

this year. Dozens of people were
arrested for cheating across Morocco. A young man was arrested
for stabbing a teacher who caught
him cheating.
In Tunisia, the government has
so far been spared major embarrassment from exam scandals this
year, which may be bolstering the
political fortunes of Education
Minister Neji Jalloul.
Jalloul, a leading figure in the
secularist Nidaa Tounes party, is
thought to be among likely candidates to replace Prime Minister Habib Essid if he steps down.

Failed education systems lead to Arab states’ failures
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W

hen university
exams in at
least three Arab
countries
— Egypt,
Algeria and
Syria — are leaked and students
respond with scorn and ridicule,
it confirms the notion that a
failing education system leads to
a failed state.
For Arab countries that are
blighted by corruption and
bribery, nepotism and doubledealing, it is only natural that this
would also affect the education
system. This, however, is something that goes beyond education, undermining development
and potentially crippling the
state.
It is clear that the education
system in the Arab world lacks a
clear vision and approach. The
Middle East is ignoring technical
advances and developments in
the international arena to help
schools and universities produce
well-rounded and knowledgeable
graduates who can meet the
needs of the local, regional and
international job market.
Instead, Middle Eastern
educational institutes are mere
incubators for millions and
millions of diploma holders but
these university degrees do not
qualify the graduates for anything. These are students who
learn by rote without reaching
any true understanding. They
may possess nuggets of technical
information but not true knowl-

edge.
The higher education system in
the Arab world is unduly influenced by the job market. There is
less and less concern about
producing curious and versatile
graduates and more focus on the
nebulous idea of employability.
Many higher education syllabuses today are akin to fast food,
rather than a truly nutritional
meal, based on what is quick and
easy, not what benefits long-term
development. Students are
looking for the quickest and
easiest route to employment, and
university professors are moving
away from trying to impart a love
of learning to simply imparting
dry technical information.
Ironically, the pragmatic
outlook of the employment sector

has reached a dead end as, the
more graduates there are, the
more competition there is for jobs
and, ultimately, the more unemployed graduates there will be.
This situation is a time bomb that
will explode, sooner or later, in
the face of the state.
The biggest irony is that these
failing states have failed to
produce a well-educated, selfaware and well-rounded generation capable of overcoming the
challenges of the future and
succeeding in moving their
countries towards a new horizon
of hope. The idea was that the
state would help produce a new
generation of graduates who
would go on to have fulfilling
careers but they have only
created a new generation of

There
is less
and less
concern
about producing
curious and
versatile
graduates
and more
focus on
the nebulous idea of
employability.

It is clear that the
education system in the
Arab world lacks a clear
vision and approach.
Students attend a lesson as part of the “University for everyone” programme at
the Diocesan Centre for Studies in Algiers, last March.

automatons who are waiting
around for whatever job they can
get.
For many autocratic Arab
countries, the education sector
served as an opportunity to
express national pride and make
claims that the state had raised
literacy rates and provided
necessary services to the people.
Arab universities in most countries were once scenes of deep
ideological, political and cultural
discussions and were places to
produce a generation of intellectuals and professionals who were
at the same level, if not higher,
than their European peers. Today,
these same universities are
factories for technical degrees.
The Arab world has also seen
the rise of private education
institutes and universities that
provide balanced and wellrounded education but naturally
can only cater to those who can
afford their fees. This is a state of
affairs that will have a dangerous
effect on social integration and
justice. Members of the same
generation are being divided
between those who can afford to
attend a private school or
university, obtaining a good
education and therefore later
securing a good job, and those
who cannot.
In the past, public schools and
universities were an important
melting pot for all people,
regardless of class differences,
regional background and political
or ideological outlook. This
served as an important lesson in
highlighting the idea of citizenship.
It is clear that the state has
failed its education exam but
what is the solution for Arab
students who are seeking, and
failing, to escape poverty through
education?
Amine Ben Massoud is a
Tunisian writer.

